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It isn’t true that all interest-invariant epistemologies are alike, but it is certainly true
that every interest-relative theory is interest-relative in its own idiosyncratic way. In
fact, there are at least four dimensions along which a theory can be interest-relative.
I used to think (Weatherson, 2005) that interest-relativity in knowledge was to be
explained by interest-relativity in belief, but I came to think that’s not true (Weath-
erson, 2012). Some prominent defenders of interest-relativity in epistemology focus
on practical interests – it’s even there in the title of the book by Jason Stanley (2005)
– but others of us think that theoretical interests matter too. At times Stanley writes
as if interest-relativity means that there is an extra clause in the theory of knowledge
for interests, but one need not think that. It could, for example, be that there is an
interest-sensitive domain restriction on a quantifier in one of the clauses.
But for present purposes, the key divide among interest-relative epistemologists
is between those who think that stakes are relevant, and those who think odds are
relevant. I think, following Mark Schroeder (2012), that it is odds that matter. The
key examples here are ones where there is little cost to gambling and getting it wrong,
but even less to gain by gambling and getting it right.
So imagine that Ankita is walking to a restaurant she hasn’t been to for a few
months. She is stopped at the lights, reading baseball scores on her phone. She is
almost, but not completely, certain that she should turn left at the next block, which
indeed she should. If she had been wrong, she would have gone two blocks out of her
way. She could avoid this risk by flipping from her baseball app to the map on her
phone and checking the address, all of which she could do before the lights change.
I say that in this circumstance, she doesn’t know where the restaurant is. She should
look up where it is, that’s what maximises expected utility, but she needn’t look up
restaurants she knows the location of. So she doesn’t know whether the restaurant is
to her left or her right. Ankita’s case is not a high-stakes one. Even on a cold Michigan
Fall evening, the downside of walking two extra blocks is not that high. But unless she
really really cares about those baseball scores she’s browsing through, deciding not to
flip over to the map is a gamble on the correctness of her plans at incredibly long odds.
That’s not because the stakes are high, but because the gain from gambling is low.
This is a genuine case of interest-relativity though. The argument I just gave
wouldn’t go through if Ankita would have no disutility whatsoever from walking two
blocks out of her way. (Maybe the exercise gain would completely outweigh the frus-
tration.) In that case, perhaps she does know. But if the two block walk has many
times the disutility of no longer browsing baseball scores, as it would in most realistic
cases, her interests defeat her knowledge of the restaurant location.
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The same thing I think is going on in the example Thomas Blackson (2015) gives.
The agent has a three-way choice, between taking drug A, taking drug B and doing
nothing. The upsides of both drugs are the same; they alleviate a minor medical con-
dition. The downsides are the same too; they lead to death in rare cases. But this is
much rarer still in the case of B than A. So, says Blackson, the person should take drug
B. And I agree. But, says Blackson, this is a problem, because I’m committed to the
following argument.
1. The agent knows that drug A and drug B won’t kill them.
2. Any option an agent knows not to obtain can be left off a decision table.
3. So, from 1 and 2, the decision table the agent faces has only the upsides, and
not the downsides.
4. So, from 3, the decision tables for the two drugs are the same.
5. So, from 4, the agent can be indifferent between the drugs.
Since 5 is false, one of the premises must be false. Blackson says that the false premise
is 2. I say that it is 1; the patient doesn’t know drug A won’t kill them. Blackson
anticipates this, and says that the move won’t work because of a related case. If drug B
didn’t exist, the interest-relative theorist might say that the agent has enough evidence
to know the drug won’t kill them. Maybe that’s true, but it isn’t clear why it is relevant.
The existence of drug B changes the gamble involved in taking drug A. It must, since
taking drug A is irrational in the original case, but rational in the version where drug
B doesn’t exist. So if what the agent knows is sensitive to what gambles they face, then
it isn’t surprising that the presence of extra options changes what the agent knows.
And the interest-relative theory has a nice explanation of one feature of Blackson’s
case. Imagine the agent learns that drug A is only ever fatal with people with blood
type A2B negative, and that’s not their blood type. There’s no similarly knownmarking
for when drug B is fatal. Now the agent can say, “Now that I know drug A won’t kill
me, I’m going to take it, not drug B.”That seems like just the right thing to say, but on
Blackson’s telling of the case, they can’t say it. After all, they knew all along that drug
A wouldn’t kill them. Instead he has to say that the agent shouldn’t take drug A before
they learn this, because of the risk it would kill them, even though the agent knows
the drug won’t kill them. That doesn’t sound at all right. Much better, I think, to say
they shouldn’t take drug A before learning who it endangers, because it exposes them
to a needless risk of death, but once they know it won’t kill them, it is good to take it.
And that’s the general strategy for defending interest-relative treatments of cases
like Blackson’s, and the others he describes. It’s a strategy that I don’t think is threatened
by any example to date. There’s some action that all parties agree would be irrational,
or at least not rationally mandatory. But there’s some evidence we can imagine the
agent getting that would improve the rational status of the action. (E.g., change it
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from being rationally impermissible to rationally permissible, or from not rationally
required to rationally required.) If we asked the rational agent why they changed their
plans after getting that evidence, it seems to make sense for them to say that they now
know the action would have a good outcome. That is, it makes sense for them to cite
their knowledge as a reason for doing something different after the evidence-gathering
event. And only the interest-relative epistemologist can explain why that is a sensible
answer for them to give.
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